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Confusion Definition of confusion by Merriam-Webster confusion /k?nfju??n/ ??? 10 ??? [confusion] ???
(????????????????) ??(1): pydict data [pydict] confusion ??,??,??? ??(2): . Confusion: MedlinePlus Medical
Encyclopedia ?9 Nov 2015 . Confusion is a condition that deals damage each second and additional damage each
time the affected target begins to activate a skill. Confusion (New York Review Books Classics): Stefan Zweig .
Further Confusion 2016 January 14-18, 2016 – San Jose . Synonyms for confusion at Thesaurus.com with free
online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. confusion - Wiktionary Many
medicines, by themselves or in combination with other medicines, can cause mental confusion. Also, confusion
may occur when medicines interact in your Confusion - Pathfinder_OGC - d20PFSRD.com Confusion (move).
From Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. Jump to: navigation, search. This article is about
the Pokémon move. The answer is 42. Thats right, ConFusion is celebrating its 42nd year of science fiction and
fantasy fandom. Join us at our new hotel January 21-24th, 2016.
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Confusion: Causes, Symptoms & Treatments - Healthline Englisch-Deutsch-Übersetzung für confusion im
Online-Wörterbuch dict.cc (Deutschwörterbuch). confusion - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com Convention in
San Jose, California. January 16 to 20, 2014 (MLK Jr Day weekend). Confusion Magazine: International
Skateboarding Magazine a situation in which people are uncertain about what to do or are unable to understand
something clearly. : the feeling that you have when you do not Mental confusion - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
2 days ago . Media coverage of dietary fat has been confusing and contradictory over the years, as you can see in
this graphic of Time magazine covers: ?Confusion, Memory Loss, and Altered Alertness-Home Treatment
Confusion is a symptom that makes you feel as if you can’t think clearly. Noticing the symptoms of confusion when
they first appear will help you or your loved one get prompt treatment. Confusion can have many causes, including
injury, infection, substance use, and medications. Confusion - definition of confusion by The Free Dictionary From
the new Stronghold Games version, Confusion: Espionage and . At the start of a game of Confusion, players arent
aware of the talents and skills their Confusion - Guild Wars 2 Wiki (GW2W) 1Uncertainty about what is happening,
intended, or required: there seems to be some confusion about which system does what he cleared up the
confusion over . Confusion matrix — scikit-learn 0.17 documentation confusion (usually uncountable, plural
confusions). A lack of clarity or order. The state of being confused; misunderstanding. (obsolete) disgrace, shame
How an army of Amazon reps handles customer confusion — and rage Theres a lot of confusion about eating fat.
Heres what scientists Confusion (from Latin confus?o, -?nis, from confundere: to pour together; to mingle together;
to confuse) is the state of being bewildered or unclear in ones mind about something. confusion - definition of
confusion in English from the Oxford dictionary Confusion is the inability to think as clearly or quickly as you
normally do. You may feel disoriented and have difficulty paying attention, remembering, and making decisions.
Confusion Synonyms, Confusion Antonyms Thesaurus.com 24 Feb 2012 . Confusion symptoms or signs include:
someone is not able to think with his or her usual level of clarity. Someone who is confused may not be Confusion
(move) - Bulbapedia - Bulbagarden Restaurant Confusion Tapas du Monde 11 hours ago . To deal with what Jeff
Bezos has referred to as “defects,” hundreds of workers at Amazons Kennewick customer-service center answer
phone Confusion :: d20srd.org Example of confusion matrix usage to evaluate the quality of the output of a
classifier on the iris data set. The diagonal elements represent the number of points confusion - English-Spanish
Dictionary - WordReference.com Confusion involves disorder, whether its mixed up thoughts or plain old chaos. If
everyone is screaming and running around, theres a lot of confusion. Confusion: Check Your Symptoms and Signs
- MedicineNet ConFusion är Göteborgs största evenemangssatsning inom östasiatisk populärkultur, någonsin. Vi
är en ideell förening som arrangerar konvent för att främja The more difficult questions left us in complete
confusion. 6. embarrassment or abashment: He blushed in confusion. 7. Psychiatry. a disturbed mental state; This
spell causes confusion in the targets, making them unable to determine their actions. Roll on the following table at
the start of each subjects turn each round ConFusion: start This spell causes the targets to become confused,
making them unable to independently determine what they will do. Roll on the following table at the beginning Life,
the Universe, and ConFusion January 21-24, 2016 – Novi . Inspiration for this spot came from seeing amazing DIY
pop up all over the world and we wanted a little taste. We knew a beaut of a barrier that sits hidden away dict.cc
Wörterbuch :: confusion :: Deutsch-Englisch-Übersetzung a. The act of confusing or the state of being confused:
Backstage confusion made the rehearsal difficult. b. An instance of being confused: After his awakening to
Confusion Define Confusion at Dictionary.com Stefan Zweig was particularly drawn to the novella, and Confusion,
a rigorous and yet transporting dramatization of the conflict between the heart and the mind, . Confusion:
Espionage and Deception in the Cold War Board Game . confusion - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and
forum discussions. confusion ????? ???? LA SOUPE … Gaspacho du jour – 5. Gaspacho of the day. Poisson –
kimchi maison – copeaux de Parmesan – 11. Fish – homemade kimchi – Parmesan

